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- Mobile Frontend to SAP Backend Transparency
- General Mobile Infrastructure
- Uniqueness Amongst Infrastructure Areas
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- End Users Device Infrastructure
- SAP Middleware Infrastructure
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- How Users will get Sync updates
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- Leveraging BAPI’s
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Validation Session Agenda

- Facilities with Mobile use
- Fleet Management with Mobile Use
- Road & Bridge with Mobile Use
- Inventory Materials Management with Mobile Use
- Mobile Order Processing
- Mobile Notification Processing
- Entering Measurement Readings on Mobile Devices
- Stock Processing with Mobile Device
- Equipment Management
- SAP Mobile Asset Management Configuration Settings
- Assignment of Work, Request, and Stock to Mobilized Field Personnel
- Assignment of Equipment as stock
- Organizational Impacts
- Questions
Purpose of Today’s Validation Session

- Review & Validate Mobile Solution for DOTD Facilities and Fleet:
  - Mobile Devices
  - Middleware Infrastructure
  - Device Synchronization
  - Mobile Functionality
  - End User Settings
  - System Configuration
# Workshop Session Recap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Process</th>
<th>Workshop Codes</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Work Session Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
DOTD will enable Mobile Applications for an Occasional Connection Scenario (R3 & Mobile)

- DOTD Facilities Maintenance, Fleet Management, and Road & Bridge end users with mobile devices that are occasionally connected will carry out their tasks without being connected to the SAP back-end system. The required business logic and user interface will reside on the mobile device (MAM & Agile Assets), and when the mobile device connects to the back-end system, it will exchange all modified data using SAP Business Objects & XML processing.
SAP MAM - Functional Overview

- Measurement & Counter Reading
- Technical Object Management
- GIS Integration
- Mobile Push Alert
- Inventory Management
- Order Management
- Notification Management
Mobile Devices Requirements

- SAP Mobile Infrastructure will provide platform independent runtime for mobile applications
  - SAP applications will run on Pocket PC 2003/2005, Win32, and Sharp Mobile Linux
  - Will be based on industry standards (HTTP, JAVA)
  - SAP MAM will provide a user interface and data access layers for the mobile device
  - Enabling database use for client applications (SAP Mobile Device will not have custom applications on device)
  - Assumptions: Agency Driven Mobile Device Purchases
    - DOTD is currently working with Motorola to determine the best fit (ruggedness)
Mobilization will provide an unparalleled number of business capabilities into an easy-to-carry rugged device.

- Field personnel will have all the features they need right at their fingertips in one device designed to endure all-day, everyday system use outside the SAP R3 Enterprise system — including push-to-talk, integrated GPS with tracking capabilities, 1D and 2D bar code scanning, a high resolution 2 megapixel autofocus color camera, 802.11a/b/g wireless LAN (WLAN), Bluetooth and IrDA connectivity (commonly known as Infra-red).

- Assumptions: Agency Driven Mobile Device Purchases
- Continued on next slide….
- Display Order List
- Display Order Operations
- Partial / final confirmation
- Create single or multiple Time Confirmation
- Display Technical Object Data (Functional Location, Equipment)
- Create single or multiple Material Consumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500197</td>
<td>SM01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>martin, so i can REALLY have manequi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500201</td>
<td>SM01</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasper and contracts...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500266</td>
<td>SM01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Sami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500268</td>
<td>SM01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long text test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500259</td>
<td>SM01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMATS order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Order Management - Continued

- Add/Change Order user status
- Technical completion of an order
- Display Equipment historical data
- Add/Change Operation user status
- Create Order Operation Material Consumption with serial number
- Display time confirmations list
- Display material consumptions list
Notification Management

- Create notification (related to order)
- Modify notification (related to order)
- Display Notification related to an order
- Add items, reasons, tasks, activity and long text to an existing notification
- Link to Equipment and functional location Master Record
- Display notification list (related to order)
- Catalog of Predefined Failure Codes
- View notification task list
Notification Management - Continued

- Add/Change notification user status
- Completion of notifications task
- Release task on notification
- Modify notification
- Create notification
- Inspection result recording
Inventory Management

- Local Availability Check on storage location or consignment stock
- Update stock when order transaction is saved
- Inventory list of storage location status or count (Material, Quantity, UOM)
Technical Object Management

- Display equipment
- Display warranty information for Equipment
- Equipment / functional location list to work center
- Install/Uninstall of equipment at functional location
- Barcode identification of a technical object
- Modify Equipment user status
- Display functional location characteristic list
- Display equipment characteristic list
Measurement & Counter Readings

- Measuring points & counters linked to the equipment and functional locations
- Creation of a measurement document
- Display measurement reading entry list
- Measurement history / number of documents
Mobile Push Alert

- Create:
  - Create (push) a message for an order
  - Create (push) a message for a notification
  - Message to technicians for orders / notifications

- Display
  - Message flag for unread messages
  - Push alert message detail

- Read/Accept/Reject:
  - Read, Accept, Reject message for a single technician
  - Reject message - Multiple technicians for orders
  - Reject message - Multiple technicians for notifications

- Delete a message
Master data create/change

- Mobile Users will not create SAP Master Data.
- Create a new equipment (via template or last created locally)
- Modifying an equipment (local or global)
- Modifying a functional location (global only)
- Deleted a locally created equipment
- Modify characteristic
- Add partner
Mobile Customizing Management

- User View Management
  - User can change mobile display screens to adjust for Mobile Device screens widths.
Mobile Infrastructure Overview

- **LaGov Mobilized**
  - Mobile Device
    - Custom Application
  - SAP Mobile Engine
  - Java VM

- **SAP NetWeaver Server**
  - XMAM
  - SAP Mobile Infrastructure Server
    - HTTPS
  - XI to 3rd

- **SAP R/3 System**
  - BAPI
  - ABAP Workbench
    - RFC

- **RFC Wizard**
  - Create SyncBO
  - Enable Sync BO
  - Upload Client App
  - Assign Users

- **BAPI Wrappers**
  - Develop User Interface
  - Develop Business Logic
  - Add/Update data
  - Configure Sync properties

- **Bahasa Indonesia**
  - SAP R/3 System
  - ABAP Workbench
    - BAPI
  - SAP Mobile Infrastructure Server
    - HTTPS
  - XI to 3rd

- **BAPI**
  - SAP NetWeaver Server
    - XMAM
  - SAP Mobile Infrastructure Server

- **Java VM**
  - Mobile Device
    - Custom Application
The Mobile Client will have several tasks, as personnel work in an offline mode, it will be the runtime environment so the end user can work without requiring full online access.

- The Mobile Client will manage the component registry. Mobile Client will always know what transactions were installed,
- The Mobile device will know what assigned users have logged on. It will provide Advanced Programming Interfacing, commonly known as API’s, in order to retrieve data to and from the local database and track transactional changes,
- and finally it will exchange data with the Data Orchestration Engine upon synchronization.
The Runtime Tools for SAP Netweaver Mobile Infrastructure will include the following:

- Data Orchestration Engine will take care of the data that is used by SAP mobile devices
- SAP Mobile Administrator will manages the DOTD Facilities, and Fleet mobile devices
- The Integration Engine has the task of receiving, processing, and forwarding XML messages.
Consolidated Data Store

Data will be staged in CDS, basically it is where we have all the data relevant for Mobile processes (Maintenance, Purchasing, Inventory, Asset Tracking) but only field entries relevant to mobile. The reason we have this data redundancy in the data store is to reduce the load on the backup R3 system, no more constant reloading of data from the backend systems.
The SAP Mobile Infrastructure will provide the following?

- Will allow key SAP functions accessible to a mobile user
- Will assume DOTD Facilities and Fleet are disconnected users
- Will utilize a Central role-based application deployment
- Leverage Central device management and monitoring for Mobile Facilities and Fleet users
We can search for all the devices and view what relevant information has been assigned to it. Think of it as a device inventory / administrator. We can also view the synchronization of information that is taking place per device by selecting the messages.
Data Staging for the Data Orchestration Engine

In the DOE we will have the data grouping of objects sorted by category. Here we can see an Order data nodes. In the Order header data we have a listing of attributes known as fields relevant to the order header.
How the SAP Facilities / Fleet mobile data will be pulled using Backend Adapters

- The Adapters task is to pull and push the relevant data for offline purposes. The BAPI Wrappers responsibility is to match Data Node Attributes with Function Modules in the SAP Backend R3 System.

- BAPI wrapper is called as such, because it typically wraps an existing standard BAPI. It merely means that you create a function module (RFC or not) in which you call the BAPI you are trying to 'wrap'.

- XI will make use of the out of the box adapters to communicate with Legacy and SAP systems. The following adapter options exist for establishing communication with SAP Systems.
  - IDOC Adapter – Enables you to process IDocs (Intermediate Documents) using the XI Integration Engine
  - RFC Adapter - Handles native Remote Function Calls (RFCs) to and from the XI Integration Engine
BAPI is an abbreviation used for Business Application Programming Interface. These are interfaces within the business framework to link SAP components to one another and SAP components with third-party components.

- **BAPI’s**
  - Will allow our SAP instance to get data to and from the Data Orchestration Engine to the SAP Mobile Asset Management devices.

- **BAPI’s**
  - The flexibility and convenience of writing and the retrieval of data in ready-to-use configurations for business processes will make it an effective method.

- **BAPI’s**
  - Some BAPIs may be extended for new applications, the SAP Business Object Repository (BOR) contains dozens of BAPIs for creating and retrieving master records and transactional records of all types.
The Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI)

- BAPIs will allow our SAP instance to get data to and from the Mobile Infrastructure—and Mobile Devices.
How field personnel will get SAP updates

- Outbound/Inbound Data Processing Steps

1. The DOTD Facilities / Fleet user updates a record in the SAP Backend system
2. The Consolidated Data Store updates the generated table
3. Every mobile device has a queue which acts as a mailbox
4. When mobile device is synchronized the data is downloaded into the mobile client.
Process Uniqueness Amongst Infrastructure Areas

- SAP Mobile
  - Fleet XApp
  - Facilities XApp
  - Asset – New
  - Inventory RF
  - Road & Bridge
- Agile Assets Mobile
  - Remote data entry software
  - Oracle Lite

- SAP NetWeaver Server
  - XApp
  - PI to 3rd
- SAP Mobile Infrastructure Server
- SAP R/3 System
  - BAPI
  - ABAP Workbench

Connections:
- HTTPS
- RFC
LaGOV will leverage SAP PI for 3rd Party Best of Breed Applications

- SAP Exchange Infrastructure (SAP PI) will enable us to implement cross-system processes. It enables us to connect systems from different vendors (Agile Assets) in different versions and implemented in different programming languages (Java, ABAP, and so on) to each other.
- SAP PI is an integration broker that will mediate between Agile Assets with varying requirements in terms of connectivity, format, and protocols. SAP PI can be used to reduce integration costs by providing a common repository for interfaces.
- The Agile systems now becomes a “publishers” and SAP backend becomes the “consumers” of messages, unaware of the source system or format.
- Interfaces will become more plug and play, allowing rapid redeployment from one system to another with significant re-use.
- Monitoring is centralized within the exchange pipeline
DOTD Facilities Maintenance with Mobile Use

- An SAP Mobile Asset Management device will be used for Facilities Maintenance for the following SAP business processes:
  - Perform Inspections of property and facilities
  - Enter service request (notifications)
  - Enter work orders
  - Check work status
  - Plan, schedule, and track maintenance activities
  - Send task to employees
  - Consume physical inventory for work orders
  - No GIS use
    - GIS functionality is restricted to Road & Bridge Linear Assets Module from Agile

- Effected Agencies: DOTD
  - Issue Management # 8000000310 Resolution:
    - Decision 1: ONLY DOTD will be slated to Mobilize Road & Bridge with Linear Assets, Fleet with SAP MAM, and Facilities with MAM.
    - Decision 2: Other Agency Point of Contacts attending the Mobile for Logistics Workshop can express an interest in Mobilizing work processes at a later date not to exceed the November 20th, 2008 end of workshop date.
    - Decision 3: DOTD warehousing shall utilize a mobilized RF device for Field Personnel.
DOTD Fleet Management with Mobile Use

- An SAP Mobile Asset Management device will be used for DOTD Facilities Maintenance for the following SAP business processes:
  - Perform vehicle inspections
  - Schedule, track and report preventive maintenance services, fuel usage, work orders, equipment histories
- NO GIS use
  - GIS functionality is restricted to Road & Bridge Linear Assets Module from Agile
- Effected Agencies: DOTD
  - Issue Management # 8000000310 Resolution:
    - Decision 1: ONLY DOTD will be slated to Mobilize Road & Bridge with Linear Assets, Fleet with SAP MAM, and Facilities with MAM.
    - Decision 2: Other Agency Point of Contacts attending the Mobile for Logistics Workshop can express an interest in Mobilizing work processes at a later date not to exceed the November 20th, 2008 end of workshop date.
    - Decision 3: DOTD warehousing shall utilize a mobilized RF device for Field Personnel.
An Agile Assets Software device will be used for DOTD Road & Bridge for the following SAP business processes:

- Perform physical inventory scanning barcode tags
- Perform inspections on roads, bridges, towers, etc.
- Create work orders
- Send task to employees
- Record accomplishments
- Note changes to assets
- Yes, GIS use

  • GIS functionality is restricted to Road & Bridge Linear Assets Module from Agile

Effect Agencies: DOTD

- Issue Management # 800000310 Resolution:
  - Decision 1: ONLY DOTD will be slated to Mobilize Road & Bridge with Linear Assets, Fleet with SAP MAM, and Facilities with MAM.
  - Decision 2: Other Agency Point of Contacts attending the Mobile for Logistics Workshop can express an interest in Mobilizing work processes at a later date not to exceed the November 20th, 2008 end of workshop date.
  - Decision 3: DOTD warehousing shall utilize a mobilized RF device for Field Personnel.
An SAP Warehouse Management RF device will be used for inventory warehouse tracking for the following SAP business processes:

- Perform physical inventory
- Moving items
- Issuing items
- Receiving items
- Checking in and out
  - This unique process is to be done only by the following Agencies DOTD, DPS, WL&F
- Scanning bar code tags

- NO GIS use
  - GIS functionality is restricted to Road & Bridge Linear Assets Module from Agile

- Effected Agencies: DOTD, DPS, WL&F
- Not part of an SAP Mobile Asset Management Solution
SAP Work Order processing will include the following:

- The work orders assigned to a person or to a work center will be displayed in an order list.
- Users can change the layout of the list on the mobile device.
- Display the operations of a work order.
- Display the data for the technical object (functional location, equipment) of the order.
- Display the object list, and thereby all the reference objects and notifications that are assigned to an order.
- Display the notification and its data (header data, items, cause, tasks, activities, and long text) assigned to a certain order.
- Confirm the time worked for each order and operation. You can enter the start time and end time, as well as a long text. You can also set the final confirmation indicator.
- Confirm which and how many materials you used during the operation. The material consumption can be planned or unplanned. You can set an automatic check to establish whether the material was withdrawn from the storage location.
- The confirmations will remain on the mobile device until the order is technically completed in the backend SAP system.
- Set or delete individual user statuses in the order as well as in the operation.
Work Order Processing for users with Mobile Devices

- SAP Work Order processing will include the following:
  - Users will create work orders for the order types assigned to their profile. The following data can be created in Mobile:
    - Long texts for the order header
    - Work center, reference object, and additional data in the order header
    - Operations (a default operation is generated automatically)
  - Change orders for the order types assigned to you. The following data can be changed:
    - Header data
    - Operations
  - Send push messages
    - Technicians can be informed of urgent notifications and orders by a push message, that is an electronic short message or text message, to their mobile device.
Entering Measurement Readings for users with Mobile Devices

- Users will enter measurement readings for measuring points, for example, to collect data for condition-based maintenance.
  - Display the assigned measuring point and the last measurement reading posted for the technical objects (Equipment) available on the mobile device.
- Enter Measurement Readings
- Inspection Data Entry
  - Defects recording to technical objects.
  - Enter and confirm measurement and counter readings for a technical object
Users will perform planned and unplanned material consumption used for work orders can be processed with Mobile Devices

- A storage location defined in mySAP ERP (for example, a heavy goods vehicle or consignment stores) can be loaded on the mobile device. The technician can then confirm used material to this storage location.
- The storage location must be set up in the backend system and have stock.
- When the technician confirms material used for orders, the system checks whether the material is available in this storage location.
- A system message informs you if the material number at the storage location has no stock.
- The material stocks are updated locally on the mobile device.
Equipment Management for users with Mobile Devices

- Users can perform Management of Technical Objects
  - Install and remove equipment at functional locations. They can also display the details for the technical objects.
  - Install and remove equipment from functional locations or other pieces of equipment.
  - The user status of any piece of equipment can be changed.
    - It is not possible to make structural changes to the functional locations.
  - The order history and notification history, as well as the assigned warranties and contracts, can be displayed for every technical object. You can also display the orders and notifications assigned to the technical objects, as well as assigned measuring points and counters.
  - In addition, you can display classification data and characteristics.
Data Staging for the Mobile Device

- Information staged in the Data Orchestration Engine will be synchronized up to the Mobile device. Field personnel will log onto the Mobile Application and review the work assigned to them.
Example Screen Shot of MAM
Example Screen Shot of MAM
SAP Mobile Asset Management
Design Configuration

- Determine Order Processing
  - We shall create and use a profile to determine what combination of functions will be accessible by users. *It’s not about security here!*

- Variant operation (Selection Variant for Order Operation Selection)
  - Orders and operations will be assigned via work center or employee number.
    - With this variant in place, all relevant operations are downloaded to the corresponding mobile devices together with the order header information.
    - With this variant, you can further reduce the number of orders and operations downloaded to the mobile device.
  - Transaction IW37 is used to determine the operations.

- Variant (Selection Variant for Order Header Selection)
  - If orders are assigned to a technician via planner group or partner function, this is done at the order header level.
  - With this variant, we can further reduce the number of orders downloaded to the mobile device.
  - Transaction IW38 is used to determine the orders.
SAP Mobile Asset Management
Design Configuration

- Using Confirmation profiles, we can define all data related to time and material postings. A confirmation process supports the changing of both time and material usage.
  
  - Standard Confirmation Process: This process is the normal confirmation procedure (creation of a confirmation)

- Time confirmation / Order closing
  
  - Specifies the following:
    - We can only technically complete the order manually in the back end
    - The order is completed automatically if you set the final confirmation indicator (for all operations) on the mobile device. The order is deleted upon the next synchronization.

- Operation Confirmation, the indicator has the following effect:
  
  - Mobile users can only confirm operations assigned to them.
  - Mobile users can also confirm operations assigned to other users.

- Posting / Update, If confirmed data contains errors, there are two possibilities:
  
  - The data is updated in the back end in the error pool.
  - The data is sent to the mobile device without being updated.
SAP Mobile Asset Management Configuration

- **Activity Type for Confirmation**, we can specify whether the activity type for the confirmation can be changed on the mobile device using a selection list or is copied from the operation and cannot be changed.

- **Final Confirmation**, we can specify the behavior when the confirmation is finalized by the user:
  - Confirmation No Longer Possible: The user won’t be able to create confirmations after finalizing one.
  - Confirmation Possible – Display Warning: A warning will be shown to the user when creating a confirmation after another confirmation was finalized.

- Material confirmation is a Material consumption with or without serial number, Here, you can specify whether material consumption is recorded on the mobile device with or without serial numbers.

- **Check Material Number**, we can specify whether the system should check the material number entered and on what basis this inspection takes place. We can select the following:
  - No check
  - Check technician stock, if the material is not part of the technician stock the material cannot be confirmed
  - Check technician stock, only warning message. Here the technician stock is checked. Only a warning is given if material is not known.
  - Special front end check. With this flag it is possible to check the material from external catalogues.
  - Stock Check, specifies whether the system performs a stock check and if so, what type of error message it displays if the stock check was not successful.
SAP Mobile Asset Management Configuration

- Control key profile, will define name and description of control key profile. We shall define the control key's) permitted for creating orders on the mobile device.

- Work center profile, We will define the work centers that can be used when creating orders locally. If you do not enter any work centers here, then only the work center assigned to the user can be used.
  - On receiving a synchronization request from the front end, the request is passed via the Middleware to the back end. After receiving this Order download request in the back end, the system status of the order is set to MOBI on the back end to provide the administrator with critical information on the status of an order. This functionality enables the administrator to measure the impact of the change, to be carried on an order, on the end user.

- In combination with this system status, it is now possible to define how downloaded orders are handled in the back end. According to your business needs we will define the following possibilities:
  - A warning message displays. You are allowed to open and modify the order.
  - An information window displays. You can open and modify the order.
  - Error message displays. You are not allowed to open the downloaded order.
We intend to Assign Orders, Notifications and Stock to a field technician and create a profile to set how orders, notifications and stock are assigned to the technician with the following entries:

- **Order and / or Notification Assignment**: Specifies how orders are selected in ECC. Possible entries / User is assigned to:
  - Work Center (selection variant runs at operation level)
  - Planner group (selection variant runs at order level)

- **Stock Assignment**: Specifies how the technician's stock is selected.
  - Possible entries are:
    - Storage location
    - Customer consignment stock
    - A zero stock checkbox is used to indicate if material with zero stock should be displayed or not. If this box is empty all material with no stock are not displayed on Mobile devices.
Process Improvement Opportunities
And Concepts

- Information Mobility is a strategic initiative that affects all State of Louisiana Agencies adapting to an SAP system. The gap between standard SAP and remote field personnel interaction requires inter-operability amongst relevant ERP business processes.
Questions?